HEROES OF THE SAW MILL RIVER
Steve Pucillo
Question: Let’s start with you telling me about your
background and what inspired you to get involved with
environmentalism.
Steve Pucillo: This has been a love of mine for all my life. I've
always been a river guy, a boating guy. I was involved with
Riverkeeper from the time I was in my thirties, and I was
writing letters to Congressmen at that time to get more
attention for the problems going on in the Hudson River. Then I
did a lot of tutoring for young kids at schools where third
graders needed help with reading and math. I taught tennis to
young kids in San Diego when my wife and I lived there. I was
part of Baykeeper in San Diego. Then when I came back to the
east coast, my wife and I settled in Hastings-on-Hudson. I
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wanted to do volunteer work here, but I wasn't sure what I was
going to do. I met volunteers with Groundwork Hudson Valley on the trail one day while they
were planting trees. That's how I got involved with
Groundwork Hudson Valley. I also had my own personal
interest, because I was a neighbor. Groundwork Hudson Valley
was very supportive to me and some of the things that I
wanted to do to bring the river and the trail together. Putting
bird houses on the trail made it interesting for people as they
walk. The first benches were put down about eight or nine
years ago, with help from local Hastings-on-Hudson landscaper
Tim Downey. Home improvement giant Lowe’s sent in 25 staff
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volunteers with all the wood cut, and they put benches
together. I directed them as to where I wanted those benches,
and now we have 13 benches on the trail. I do my volunteer
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work between Hearst Street up to and beyond Lawrence Avenue. So, it's about a two and a half
mile stretch where I had this vision of bringing the river and the trail together. Wherever I put a
bench in, you have a view of the water. I have about 13 cut-out wooden whimsical birds that are
in the water's edge. So if you're sitting on a bench, you can look out and see whimsical birds and
bird houses and so forth. We’ve had some extraordinary volunteers, thanks to Groundwork
Hudson Valley and the corporate leaders that want to put on a green aura for their companies.
They've sent in many volunteers and they've come to the rescue for me by doing a lot of vine
cutting, moving chips and so forth. So, I've had a lot of help doing it as well.
Question: What would you say is your greatest success that you've had along the trail?
Steve Pucillo: From March until June of 2020, when the Covid-19 pandemic took over, people
were told to stay home. Children were kept from school, and parents had the responsibility of
finding things to do with their children while quarantined. Parents could take their children out
on a trail with a mask, where they could stay socially distanced on the
trail. They came in droves and I was marveling at this. To me, that was
an acknowledgment of what the trail could mean for people. People
appreciate it and stop me all the time to say they love the benches and
the birdhouses because they’ve made it interesting to walk on the trail.
My whole objective here is to get people out on the trail to get exercise
and just get moving. I’ve gotten to know many of the people that use
the trail on a regular basis. Older people use the trail to stay healthy.
They’re out there every day, walking two or three miles and this is like a
religion to them! They stop me and thank me for making the trail more
interesting. Women say they feel safer because there are more people
on the trail, so they don’t feel like they’re alone. Everything I do is built
on the playback that I get from the consumers who use the trail. They
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help me, too. I’ve had people give me ideas. A resident of the Lofts came out and she painted
the Lowe’s benches with butterflies, birds and flowers. They’re gorgeous. People love them.
People are helping out.
Question: What is the greatest challenge you’ve faced with the work you do on the trail?
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Steve Pucillo: Once you create it, you have to maintain it. The Butterfly Gardens we've added
have to be weeded. The 13 Signature Locations have to be trimmed
because they get new growth of mugwort. I've tried to make my
work more efficient because when I first got involved as a volunteer,
we would start cutting vines in October and cut it off by May, due to
poison ivy on the trail during the summertime. The primary mission
is to save trees. Not only are we saving trees, but we’re also planting
trees now because we're losing them so rapidly. During the spring we
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will be planting many more trees. We’ve gotten trees from the Treesfor-Tribs program and we’re putting together a volunteer program for
people who want to plant trees and maintain areas along the water.

You want to make the trail valuable for people, because if people see that we don't maintain it
anymore, they’ll think we don’t care or that it’s not really important. By keeping up with the
Signature Locations once you create them, you build up expectations of the people who use the
trail. If you keep it nice, then more people keep coming and that's what I want. I want crowds
on that trail.
Question: What is your vision for the future of the Saw Mill River?
Steve Pucillo: In the wintertime, I want cross-country skiing and snowshoeing. In the
summertime, I would like to see people fishing and kayaking. I like when
people are walking on the trail and can look over and see somebody fishing.
I have people out kayaking. I have my own kayak and my own boat and part
of the maintenance that I do for river cleanup is having kayaks and canoes
that can get in the river to pick up the trash. It's about keeping the river
clean and keeping the trail clean. We're getting a brand-new bridge at
Ravensdale Road, which is right smack between the area that I'm working
on. When they finish the bridge this Spring, they're going to pave the entire
two-mile stretch, and that's going to present a challenge. It's going to bring
more bicycles, rollerblades and walkers. I know people are going to come to
me and complain that there are too many people speeding on the trail and
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making it dangerous. It’ll bring new problems, but every time you make a
change, you create issues. You have to balance the issues, the good with the bad, which we’ve
been able to do so far.
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